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Statement of Inquiry:
In times of social crisis people seek meaning and value in
life through expression.
Open LINK to reflect and respond

Part I-Inquiry into the rise of totalitarian governments
Background Inquiry: Check out some (at least 3) of these resources. Use the GRAPHIC ORGANIZER to record
your research findings and prepare to report your findings on our class ZOOM meeting.
Resources:
Interwar Totalitarian Rulers
Video: How did Hitler rise to power?
Khan Academy Rise of Hitler
Khan Academy Rise of Mussolini
Video: Rise of Totalitarianism
Video: Economic Depression and Dictators
Reading: Rise of Dictators
Newspaper Article: How dictators come to power
Quick Reference: Totalitarian Regimes
Reading: The Rise of Totalitarian Regimes
Hitler’s first radio address
Video-Facing History Scholar Reflections: The Nazi Rise to Power

Part II-Textual and Film Exploration
Students will read selected passages from Diary of Young Girl and
the memoir Night as well as view the filmed reminiscence “Return
to Rivne.” After reading and viewing these selections, complete the
following reflection:
1) What did you learn from the diary entries – about the person
writing them, about the events described?
2) What did you learn from the memoir passages – about the
memoirist, about the events described?
3) What did you learn from the reminiscence (film)– about the
subjects, about the events described?
4) What important differences did you note about how a diary, a
reminiscence, and a memoir record experiences and feelings?
5) Which is a superior form: the diary, the reminiscence, or the
memoir? Why?
Teachers and students attended a ZOOM session to discuss their
reflections.

Part III-Student quarantine journal
Students explored ways in which people have felt the need to express themselves in a time of crisis. We are
currently experiencing a global pandemic crisis. Students are tasked with taking the next 5 days to produce their
own responses to the events around them. You may choose to do this in a written or electronic format (video).
Student Work Examples:

Lesson
Extensions:
ZOOM with Shelly
WebQuest: The Nuremberg Laws to research a little about this period leading up to WWII.
Film review and discovery: Watch the Centropa film about Kitty and Otto.
Class discussion: Nuremberg Laws and the story of Kitty and Otto. How do these events reflect
our statement of inquiry: In times of social crisis man seeks meaning and value in his life through
expression

Feel free to contact me!
Email-maury_good@charleston.k12.sc.us
And follow me:

